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ABOUT  

 We are the manufactures of 

Flexo Printing Machines and Rotogravure 

machines. Bigso Engineering was established 

by Mr. P. Muneeswaran on 2016 with small 

investment and he was very eager to get 

succeed. With God’s Blessings he started his 

BIGSO Jouney by giving services on Flexo 

machines to meet the customer’s requirement. 

With his dedication towards work and 

sincerity, he is developing BIGSO as one the 

fast developing company in the field of Flexo 

Machine manufacturing in Madurai . 

 Bigso Engineering is located on Madurai -Rameshwaram NH (old) , 

Manaloor , Sivagangai District, Tamilnadu.  Its 10 kms from Madurai City and 7 

kms from Thiruppuvanam, Sivagangai. We are having strong structure and Man 

power who are the most experienced persons in this field. We are collecting Raw 

materials from various places in India and most of the work can be done by using 

own BIGSO resources.   
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Products 

 Bigso has manufactured many machines and supplied more 

machines inside and outside of Tamilnadu. Every customers those bought 

machine from is feeling happy and they all keeping contact with Bigso 

Engineering. Based on the customers requirement we are manufacturing thies 

kinds of machines.Here we have some of our machines picture for your 

reference. 
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 A mega 50 “ width and 50 “ cirucumference  

    6 color Superfast Flexo Printing machine 

 We are very proud to 

say  that Bigso has manufactured A 

mega 50 inch width and 50 inch 

cirucumference, 6 color  Superfast 

Flexo Printing machine. we got the 

First class output from that 

machine. We are using very 

qualified mateirals. 

You an use this machine for ld, hm  pp, hp, popp , Polythene, Paper , wovan and 

non wovan sacks.  
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 A mega 50 “  width and 50”  circumference  

     4 color Superfast Flexo Printing machine 

 This machine is a 

special 50 inch width and 50 inch 

circumference, 4 color  Superfast 

Flexo Printing machine.  Here we are 

giving ladder type for easy handling. 

We are offering  Web Aligner and 

Automatic lifting handle also for 

getting best results. 

You  can use this machine for 

printing polyttenes of any quality 

(ld, hm  pp, hp, popp) ,Paper , 

wovan and non wovan sacks. We 

also making machines for printing 

on cloths. We are also giving 

services on yor existing machines. 

Based on the customers’s  

requirement , Bigso will work for 

you. 
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For more details  Website: 
https://www.mytag.in/bigsoengineering 
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A  Space compact 2 color 30 inch Flexo Printing 

machine 

 This machine is very 

small in size and very compact. It 

occupies very less space and comes 

with a minimum budget.  We are 

offering single color machines, and 2 

color machine in this pattern based on 

the customers suggestion. 

 You  can use this 

machine for printing polyhtenes of 

any quality (ld, hm  pp, hp, popp) 

,Paper , wovan and non wovan 

sacks. We also making machines 

for printing on cloths. We are also 

giving services on yor existing 

machines. Based on the 

customers’s  requirement , Bigso 

will work for you. 

https://www.mytag.in/bigsoengineering
https://www.mytag.in/bigsoengineering


Our Services 

 Polythene Printing Machine  

 Cloth Printing Machine 

 Flexo Printing Machine 

Wovan sacks Printing Machine 

 Non-wovan sacks Printing      Machine 
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Contact  Us  

 

Mr. P. Muneeswaran,  

 

 1/16A, Madurai-Rameshwaram, 

NH(old) K.K.B. NAGAR, Manalur, 

Sivagangai  Dist-630611 

 

        

        +91 99767 45451    

        +91 9003772443 

         bigsoengineering@gmail.com 

For more details  Website: 
https://www.mytag.in/bigsoengineering 
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